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large–impact-parameter interactions

1. Introduction

Contributed by: K. Hencken, M. Strikman, R. Vogt and P. Yepes

In 1924 Enrico Fermi, 23 at the time, proposed the equivalent photon method [1]
which treated the moving electromagnetic fields of a charged particle as a flux of virtual

photons. A decade later, Weizsäcker and Williams applied the method [2] to relativistic

ions. Ultraperipheral collisions, UPCs, are those reactions in which two ions interact via

their cloud of virtual photons. The intensity of the electromagnetic field, and therefore

the number of photons in the cloud surrounding the nucleus, is proportional to Z2. Thus

these types of interactions are highly favored when heavy ions collide. Figure 1 shows
a schematic view of an ultraperipheral heavy-ion collision. The pancake shape of the

nuclei is due to Lorentz contraction.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an ultraperipheral collision of two ions. The impact
parameter, b, is larger than the sum of the two radii, RA +RB. Reprinted from Ref. [3]
with permission from Elsevier.

Ultraperipheral photon-photon collisions are interactions where the radiated

photons interact with each other. In addition, photonuclear collisions, where one
radiated photon interacts with a constituent of the other nucleus, are also possible.

The two processes are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b). In these diagrams the nucleus

that emits the photon remains intact after the collision. However, it is possible to have

an ultraperipheral interaction in which one or both nuclei break up. The breakup may

occur through the exchange of an additional photon, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c).

In calculations of ultraperipheral AB collisions, the impact parameter is usually
required to be larger than the sum of the two nuclear radii, b > RA + RB. Strictly

speaking, an ultraperipheral electromagnetic interaction could occur simultaneously

with a hadronic collision. However, since it is not possible to separate the hadronic and

electromagnetic components in such collisions, the hadronic components are excluded

by the impact parameter cut.
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System
p
sAB EA EB (a) �A$B (b) E�Max (c) Erest

�Max (d) Wmax
�p (e) x�Max

pPb 115 GeV 7 TeV mB 7515 28 MeV 210 GeV 19.8 GeV 0.03
Pbp 72 GeV 2.76 TeV mB 2946 28 MeV 82 GeV 12.4 GeV 0.03
pPb 5.02 TeV 4 TeV 1.567 TeV 1.43⇥ 107 28 MeV 0.4 PeV 0.86 TeV 0.03
pPb 8.16 TeV 6.5 TeV 2.56 TeV 3.78⇥ 107 28 MeV 1 PeV 1.4 TeV 0.03
pp 13 TeV 6.5 TeV 6.5 TeV 9.6⇥ 107 116 MeV 11 PeV 4.6 TeV 0.12

Table 1: (a) Lorentz boost between nucleon rest frames �A$B ⇡
sAB

2m2
N

; (b) Maximal photon energy in UPC

in emitter rest frame, ~c
bmin

; (c) Max energy of photon in receiver rest frame �A$BE�Max; (d) Maximum

photoproduction centre of mass energy
p

2mAE�max; (e) Maximal momentum fraction transferred to

proton
smax

�N

sNN

. The A/B quantities are per nucleon.

photon PDF is not well constrained. In order to regain some theoretical control it is suggested that some89

kinematic reconstruction be done when making the experimental measurement.90

2 Defining the Signal91

Photoproduction implies a photon induced interaction, see figure 3. In pPb/Pbp collisions due to the92

enhanced photon flux from the Pb ion, the contribution of photon induced interactions from the proton93

can be considered negligible.
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Figure 3: Photoproduction in pPb/Pbp collisions.
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In what follows leading order (LO) partonic processes for colour singlet vector-meson production are95

considered. The first processes that will be discussed are classified as di↵ractive. Di↵ractive processes96

involve a colourless exchange of particles. These contributions are mediated by a photon-Pomeron exchange.97

At LO the Pomeron can be thought of as a two-gluon colour singlet state. This exchange can either leave98

the proton intact or cause the proton to be excited and disassociate. Figures 4a and 4b show what will be99

referred to as the di↵ractive and di↵ractive-dissociative contributions to J/ production respectively. In100

[15] the di↵ractive and di↵ractive-dissociative contributions were distinguished by looking for the presence101

or absence of activity in the forward detectors, to signal a dissociated or intact proton. In ep collisions the102

measured cross-sections for di↵ractive and di↵ractive-dissociative were found to be comparable [15]. The103

p2T distribution was found to be flatter for the di↵ractive-dissociative than for the pure di↵ractive case and104

the W�p distribution was found to be steeper for the di↵ractive-dissociative than for the pure di↵ractive105

contribution [15]. These di↵ractive contributions make up the exclusive signal.106
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Indeed, measurements at the EIC and
lattice calculations will have a high degree
of complementarity. For some quantities,
notably the x moments of unpolarized and
polarized quark distributions, a precise de-
termination will be possible both in experi-
ment and on the lattice. Using this to vali-
date the methods used in lattice calculations,
one will gain confidence in computing quan-
tities whose experimental determination is
very hard, such as generalized form factors.
Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same
quantities with values of the quark masses
that are not realized in nature, so as to reveal
the importance of these masses for specific
properties of the nucleon. On the other hand,
there are many aspects of hadron structure
beyond the reach of lattice computations, in
particular, the distribution and polarization
of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of
information.

y

xp

x
z

bΤ

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a parton with
longitudinal momentum fraction x and trans-
verse position bT in the proton.

Both impact parameter distributions
f(x, bT ) and transverse-momentum distri-
butions f(x,kT ) describe proton structure
in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+ 1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions
in either configuration or momentum space,
along with one longitudinal dimension in mo-

mentum space). Note that in a fast-moving
proton, the transverse variables play very dif-
ferent roles than the longitudinal momen-
tum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT )
and f(x,kT ) are not related to each other by
a Fourier transform (nevertheless it is com-
mon to denote both functions by the same
symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
give complementary information about par-
tons, and both types of quantities can be
thought of as descendants of Wigner distri-
butions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used ex-
tensively in other branches of physics [9].
Although there is no known way to mea-
sure Wigner distributions for quarks and
gluons, they provide a unifying theoretical
framework for the di↵erent aspects of hadron
structure we have discussed. Figure 2.2
shows the connection between these di↵erent
aspects and the experimental possibilities to
explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a
scale which specifies the resolution at which
partons are resolved, and which in a given
scattering process is provided by a large mo-
mentum transfer. For many processes in
e+p collisions, the relevant hard scale is Q

2

(see the Sidebar on page 18). The evolution
equations that describe the scale dependence
of parton distributions provide an essential
tool, both for the validation of the theory
and for the extraction of parton distributions
from cross section data. They also allow one
to convert the distributions seen at high res-
olution to lower resolution scales, where con-
tact can be made with non-perturbative de-
scriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its
spin, and parton distributions can depend on
the polarization of both the parton and the
parent proton. The spin structure is particu-
larly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they
single out a direction in the transverse plane,
thus opening the way for studying correla-
tions between spin and kT or bT . Informa-
tion about transverse degrees of freedom is
essential to access orbital angular momen-
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Transverse Momentum Distributions – 3D!
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To compare with theoretical predictions, which are generally expressed with-

out fiducial requirements on the muons, the differential cross-sections for J/ψ and

ψ(2S) mesons as functions of the meson rapidity are calculated by correcting for

the branching fractions to muon pairs, B(J/ψ → µ+µ−) = (5.961 ± 0.033)% and

B(ψ(2S) → µ+µ−) = (0.79± 0.09)% [25], and for the fraction of those muons that fall in-

side the fiducial acceptance of the measurement. The fiducial acceptance is determined

using SuperCHIC [19] assuming that the polarisation of the meson is the same as that of

the photon. The acceptance values in bins of meson rapidity are tabulated in table 4 along

with the differential cross-section results. These are plotted in figure 5 and compared to

the theoretical calculations of refs. [28, 29]. Both measurements are in better agreement

with the next-to-LO (NLO) predictions. The χ2/ndf for the J/ψ analysis is 8.1/10 while

for the ψ(2S) analysis, it is 3.0/3. They are less consistent with the LO predictions having

28.5/10 and 11.0/3 for the J/ψ and ψ(2S) analysis, respectively.

The cross-section for the CEP of vector mesons in pp collisions is related to the pho-

toproduction cross-section, σγp→ψp [28],

σpp→pψp = r(W+)k+
dn

dk+
σγp→ψp(W+) + r(W−)k−

dn

dk−
σγp→ψp(W−). (6.1)

Here, r is the gap survival factor, k± ≡ Mψ/2e±y is the photon energy, dn/dk± is the

photon flux and W 2
± = 2k±

√
s is the invariant mass of the photon-proton system. Equa-

tion (6.1) shows that there is a two-fold ambiguity with W+,W− both contributing to one

LHCb rapidity bin. Since the W− solution contributes about one third and as it has been

previously measured at HERA, this term is fixed using the H1 parametrisation of their

results [5]: σγp→J/ψp = a(W/90GeV)δ with a = 81 ± 3 pb and δ = 0.67 ± 0.03. For the

ψ(2S) W− solution, the H1 J/ψ parametrisation is scaled by 0.166, their measured ratio of

ψ(2S) to J/ψ cross-sections [8]. The photon flux is taken from ref. [30] and the gap survival

probabilities are taken from ref. [31]. With these inputs, which for ease of calculation are

reproduced in tables 7 and 8 in the appendix, eq. (6.1) allows the calculation of σγp→ψp at

high values of W beyond the kinematic reach of HERA.

The photoproduction cross-sections for J/ψ and ψ(2S) are shown in figure 6. It includes

a comparison to H1 [5], ZEUS [7] and ALICE [10] results, and at lower W values fixed

target data from E401 [2], E516 [3] and E687 [4]. Also shown are previous LHCb results

at
√
s = 7TeV, recalculated using improved photon flux and gap survival factors. The

13TeV LHCb data are in agreement with the 7TeV results in the kinematic region where

they overlap. However, the 13TeV data extends the W reach to almost 2TeV. Figure 6

also shows the power-law fit to H1 data [5] and it can be seen that this is insufficient to

describe the J/ψ data at the highest energies. In contrast, the data is in good agreement

with the JMRT prediction, which takes account of most of the NLO QCD effects [31] and

deviates from a simple power-law shape at high W .

7 Conclusions

Measurements are presented of the cross-sections times branching fractions for exclusive

J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons decaying to muons with pseudorapidities between 2.0 and 4.5. The

– 14 –

relation pp and 𝜸p cross section:

• r = gap survival factor

k± =
M 

2
e±y
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•          = photon flux

•                             = 𝜸p invariant massW 2
± = 2k±
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To compare with theoretical predictions, which are generally expressed with-

out fiducial requirements on the muons, the differential cross-sections for J/ψ and

ψ(2S) mesons as functions of the meson rapidity are calculated by correcting for

the branching fractions to muon pairs, B(J/ψ → µ+µ−) = (5.961 ± 0.033)% and

B(ψ(2S) → µ+µ−) = (0.79± 0.09)% [25], and for the fraction of those muons that fall in-

side the fiducial acceptance of the measurement. The fiducial acceptance is determined

using SuperCHIC [19] assuming that the polarisation of the meson is the same as that of

the photon. The acceptance values in bins of meson rapidity are tabulated in table 4 along

with the differential cross-section results. These are plotted in figure 5 and compared to

the theoretical calculations of refs. [28, 29]. Both measurements are in better agreement

with the next-to-LO (NLO) predictions. The χ2/ndf for the J/ψ analysis is 8.1/10 while

for the ψ(2S) analysis, it is 3.0/3. They are less consistent with the LO predictions having

28.5/10 and 11.0/3 for the J/ψ and ψ(2S) analysis, respectively.

The cross-section for the CEP of vector mesons in pp collisions is related to the pho-

toproduction cross-section, σγp→ψp [28],

σpp→pψp = r(W+)k+
dn

dk+
σγp→ψp(W+) + r(W−)k−

dn

dk−
σγp→ψp(W−). (6.1)

Here, r is the gap survival factor, k± ≡ Mψ/2e±y is the photon energy, dn/dk± is the

photon flux and W 2
± = 2k±

√
s is the invariant mass of the photon-proton system. Equa-

tion (6.1) shows that there is a two-fold ambiguity with W+,W− both contributing to one

LHCb rapidity bin. Since the W− solution contributes about one third and as it has been

previously measured at HERA, this term is fixed using the H1 parametrisation of their

results [5]: σγp→J/ψp = a(W/90GeV)δ with a = 81 ± 3 pb and δ = 0.67 ± 0.03. For the

ψ(2S) W− solution, the H1 J/ψ parametrisation is scaled by 0.166, their measured ratio of

ψ(2S) to J/ψ cross-sections [8]. The photon flux is taken from ref. [30] and the gap survival

probabilities are taken from ref. [31]. With these inputs, which for ease of calculation are

reproduced in tables 7 and 8 in the appendix, eq. (6.1) allows the calculation of σγp→ψp at

high values of W beyond the kinematic reach of HERA.

The photoproduction cross-sections for J/ψ and ψ(2S) are shown in figure 6. It includes

a comparison to H1 [5], ZEUS [7] and ALICE [10] results, and at lower W values fixed

target data from E401 [2], E516 [3] and E687 [4]. Also shown are previous LHCb results

at
√
s = 7TeV, recalculated using improved photon flux and gap survival factors. The

13TeV LHCb data are in agreement with the 7TeV results in the kinematic region where

they overlap. However, the 13TeV data extends the W reach to almost 2TeV. Figure 6

also shows the power-law fit to H1 data [5] and it can be seen that this is insufficient to

describe the J/ψ data at the highest energies. In contrast, the data is in good agreement

with the JMRT prediction, which takes account of most of the NLO QCD effects [31] and

deviates from a simple power-law shape at high W .

7 Conclusions

Measurements are presented of the cross-sections times branching fractions for exclusive

J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons decaying to muons with pseudorapidities between 2.0 and 4.5. The

– 14 –

relation pp and 𝜸p cross section:

• r = gap survival factor

k± =
M 

2
e±y
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•          = photon flux

•                             = 𝜸p invariant massW 2
± = 2k±
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ALICE detector  (Run 3)

TPC: |hlab| < 0.9, Muon Detector: 2.5 < hlab < 4 

Run 3 and 4:  New Inner Silicon Tracker, A Muon Forward Tracker
 Continuous readout(*): 50 kHz in Pb-Pb, 200 kHz up to 1 MHz in pp and p-A
(*)The feasible rate also depends on the detector occupancy in a fixed-target mode

central rapidity region:

e+e- and μ+μ- detection
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μ+μ- detection
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ALICE detector  (Run 3)

TPC: |hlab| < 0.9, Muon Detector: 2.5 < hlab < 4 

Run 3 and 4:  New Inner Silicon Tracker, A Muon Forward Tracker
 Continuous readout(*): 50 kHz in Pb-Pb, 200 kHz up to 1 MHz in pp and p-A
(*)The feasible rate also depends on the detector occupancy in a fixed-target mode

central rapidity region:

e+e- and μ+μ- detection

forward rapidity region:

μ+μ- detection

5

ALICE: exclusive single-J/ѱ production in pPb collisions

+ Requirement on forward/backward 
scintillators and far-foward/backward 
neutron zero-degree calorimeters (ZDCs)

ZDC

ZDC
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Fig. 1 Mass distributions of selected dileptons for the dielectron
(upper left) and dimuon (upper right) samples for the central analy-
sis and dimuon samples for the semi-forward (lower left) and semi-
backward (lower right) analyses. In all cases the data are represented

by points with error bars. The solid blue line is a fit to a Crystal-Ball
function plus an exponential distribution, where this last contribution is
shown by a dotted red line

of measurements performed on simulations with those from
real data [35] and amounts to 2% (3%) for the p–Pb (Pb–p)
period. There is also a 0.5% contribution from variations on
the conditions required to match the trigger and the tracking
information of a given muon.

The uncertainties related to triggering in the muon spec-
trometer have been evaluated as in [36]. The efficiency maps
of the trigger chambers have been obtained using data. The
statistical uncertainty on this procedure has been used to vary

the efficiency in simulations, which was then used to esti-
mate a systematic uncertainty of 1%. There is also a small
discrepancy between the efficiency in data and in simula-
tions around the trigger threshold. This gives a contribution
of 1.7% (1.3%) for the p–Pb (Pb–p) period. The addition
in quadrature of these two effects yields the uncertainty on
muon triggering.

The two main contributions to the uncertainty on the
trigger efficiency for the mid-rapidity analysis come from
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real data [35] and amounts to 2% (3%) for the p–Pb (Pb–p)
period. There is also a 0.5% contribution from variations on
the conditions required to match the trigger and the tracking
information of a given muon.

The uncertainties related to triggering in the muon spec-
trometer have been evaluated as in [36]. The efficiency maps
of the trigger chambers have been obtained using data. The
statistical uncertainty on this procedure has been used to vary

the efficiency in simulations, which was then used to esti-
mate a systematic uncertainty of 1%. There is also a small
discrepancy between the efficiency in data and in simula-
tions around the trigger threshold. This gives a contribution
of 1.7% (1.3%) for the p–Pb (Pb–p) period. The addition
in quadrature of these two effects yields the uncertainty on
muon triggering.
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Figure 3: (Upper panel) ALICE data (red symbols) on exclusive photoproduction of J/y off protons as a function
of the centre-of-mass energy of the photon–proton system Wgp, obtained in collisions of protons and lead nuclei
at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, including results from [19], compared to a power-law fit, to data from HERA[9, 11], to the

solutions from LHCb[39] and to theoretical models (see text). The uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. (Lower panel) Ratio of the models shown in the upper panel to the power
law fit through the ALICE data points. The Bjorken x value corresponding to Wgp is also displayed on the top of
the Figure, see text for details.

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from other experiments as well as to the results from
different models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9, 11] and ALICE data are compatible within uncer-
tainties. LHCb measured the exclusive production of J/y in pp collisions, where the photon source can
not be identified. Thus the extraction of the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE
measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations,
one is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the addition of some corrections to the cross
section, while the second includes also the main contributions expected from a next-to-leading order
(NLO) result. The parameters of both models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version is shown. Recently, three new studies have
appeared, describing the W (g p) dependence of the exclusive J/y cross section in terms of a colour dipole
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Figure 3: (Upper panel) ALICE data (red symbols) on exclusive photoproduction of J/y off protons as a function
of the centre-of-mass energy of the photon–proton system Wgp, obtained in collisions of protons and lead nuclei
at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, including results from [19], compared to a power-law fit, to data from HERA[9, 11], to the

solutions from LHCb[39] and to theoretical models (see text). The uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. (Lower panel) Ratio of the models shown in the upper panel to the power
law fit through the ALICE data points. The Bjorken x value corresponding to Wgp is also displayed on the top of
the Figure, see text for details.

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from other experiments as well as to the results from
different models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9, 11] and ALICE data are compatible within uncer-
tainties. LHCb measured the exclusive production of J/y in pp collisions, where the photon source can
not be identified. Thus the extraction of the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE
measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations,
one is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the addition of some corrections to the cross
section, while the second includes also the main contributions expected from a next-to-leading order
(NLO) result. The parameters of both models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version is shown. Recently, three new studies have
appeared, describing the W (g p) dependence of the exclusive J/y cross section in terms of a colour dipole
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Figure 3: (Upper panel) ALICE data (red symbols) on exclusive photoproduction of J/y off protons as a function
of the centre-of-mass energy of the photon–proton system Wgp, obtained in collisions of protons and lead nuclei
at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, including results from [19], compared to a power-law fit, to data from HERA[9, 11], to the

solutions from LHCb[39] and to theoretical models (see text). The uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. (Lower panel) Ratio of the models shown in the upper panel to the power
law fit through the ALICE data points. The Bjorken x value corresponding to Wgp is also displayed on the top of
the Figure, see text for details.

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from other experiments as well as to the results from
different models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9, 11] and ALICE data are compatible within uncer-
tainties. LHCb measured the exclusive production of J/y in pp collisions, where the photon source can
not be identified. Thus the extraction of the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE
measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations,
one is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the addition of some corrections to the cross
section, while the second includes also the main contributions expected from a next-to-leading order
(NLO) result. The parameters of both models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version is shown. Recently, three new studies have
appeared, describing the W (g p) dependence of the exclusive J/y cross section in terms of a colour dipole
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Figure 3: (Upper panel) ALICE data (red symbols) on exclusive photoproduction of J/y off protons as a function
of the centre-of-mass energy of the photon–proton system Wgp, obtained in collisions of protons and lead nuclei
at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, including results from [19], compared to a power-law fit, to data from HERA[9, 11], to the

solutions from LHCb[39] and to theoretical models (see text). The uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. (Lower panel) Ratio of the models shown in the upper panel to the power
law fit through the ALICE data points. The Bjorken x value corresponding to Wgp is also displayed on the top of
the Figure, see text for details.

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from other experiments as well as to the results from
different models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9, 11] and ALICE data are compatible within uncer-
tainties. LHCb measured the exclusive production of J/y in pp collisions, where the photon source can
not be identified. Thus the extraction of the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE
measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations,
one is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the addition of some corrections to the cross
section, while the second includes also the main contributions expected from a next-to-leading order
(NLO) result. The parameters of both models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version is shown. Recently, three new studies have
appeared, describing the W (g p) dependence of the exclusive J/y cross section in terms of a colour dipole
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Figure 3: (Upper panel) ALICE data (red symbols) on exclusive photoproduction of J/y off protons as a function
of the centre-of-mass energy of the photon–proton system Wgp, obtained in collisions of protons and lead nuclei
at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, including results from [19], compared to a power-law fit, to data from HERA[9, 11], to the

solutions from LHCb[39] and to theoretical models (see text). The uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. (Lower panel) Ratio of the models shown in the upper panel to the power
law fit through the ALICE data points. The Bjorken x value corresponding to Wgp is also displayed on the top of
the Figure, see text for details.

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from other experiments as well as to the results from
different models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9, 11] and ALICE data are compatible within uncer-
tainties. LHCb measured the exclusive production of J/y in pp collisions, where the photon source can
not be identified. Thus the extraction of the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE
measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations,
one is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the addition of some corrections to the cross
section, while the second includes also the main contributions expected from a next-to-leading order
(NLO) result. The parameters of both models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version is shown. Recently, three new studies have
appeared, describing the W (g p) dependence of the exclusive J/y cross section in terms of a colour dipole
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Coherent interaction: interaction with target as a whole.

∼ target remains in same quantum state.


Incoherent interaction: interaction with constituents inside target.

∼ target does not remain in same quantum state.

    Ex.: target dissociation, excitation
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What object are we probing?

coherent scattering

incoherent scattering

Coherent interaction: interaction with target as a whole.

∼ target remains in same quantum state.


Incoherent interaction: interaction with constituents inside target.

∼ target does not remain in same quantum state.

    Ex.: target dissociation, excitation

Classification of di↵ractive events

Coherent di↵raction:

Target remains in the same quantum state, e.g.
� + p ! J/ + p

Probes average interaction

d��⇤
A!VA

dt
⇠ |hA�⇤

A!VAi⌦|2

h i⌦: average over target configurations ⌦
Recall:

A�⇤
p!Vp ⇠

Z
d2bdzd2r �⇤ V (r , z ,Q2)e�ib·�N⌦(r , xP,b)

Incoherent di↵raction:

E.g. � + p ! J/ + p⇤

Targe proton dissociates (p⇤ ! X ).
Gѫ
�G
W�

|t|

Coherent/Elastic

Incoherent/Breakup

W1 W2 W3 W4

Good, Walker, PRD 120, 1960

Miettinen, Pumplin, PRD 18, 1978

Kovchegov, McLerran, PRD 60, 1999

Kovner, Wiedemann, PRD 64, 2001

Mäntysaari, Rept. Prog. Phys. 83, 2020

Heikki Mäntysaari (JYU) Incoherent di↵raction Mar 23, 2021 4 / 13
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Figure 3.5: The non-linear small-x evolution of a hadronic or nuclear wave functions. All partons
(quarks and gluons) are denoted by straight solid lines for simplicity.

We see that something has to modify the
BFKL evolution at high energy to prevent
it from becoming unphysically large. The
modification is illustrated on the far right of
Fig. 3.5. At very high energies (leading to
high gluon densities), partons may start to

recombine with each other on top of the split-
ting. The recombination of two partons into
one is proportional to the number of pairs
of partons, which in turn scales as N

2. We
end up with the following non-linear evolu-
tion equation:

@N(x, rT )

@ ln(1/x)
= ↵sKBFKL ⌦ N(x, rT )� ↵s [N(x, rT )]

2
. (3.3)

This is the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) evolu-
tion equation [147, 148, 149], which is valid
for QCD in the limit of the large number
of colors Nc.3 A generalization of Eq. (3.3)
beyond the large-Nc limit is accomplished
by the Jalilian-Marian–Iancu–McLerran–
Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner (JIMWLK) [143,
152, 153, 154, 155] evolution equation, which
is a functional di↵erential equation.

The physical impact of the quadratic
term on the right of Eq. (3.3) is clear: it

slows down the small-x evolution, leading to
parton saturation, when the number density
of partons stops growing with decreasing x.
The corresponding total cross-sections sat-
isfy the black disk limit of Eq. (3.2). The
e↵ect of gluon mergers becomes important
when the quadratic term in Eq. (3.3) be-
comes comparable to the linear term on the
right-hand-side. This gives rise to the satu-
ration scale Qs, which grows as Q2

s ⇠ (1/x)�

with decreasing x [150, 156, 157].

Classical Gluon Fields and the Nuclear “Oomph” Factor

We have argued above that parton satu-
ration is a universal phenomenon, valid both
for scattering on a proton or a nucleus. Here
we demonstrate that nuclei provide an extra
enhancement of the saturation phenomenon,
making it easier to observe and study exper-
imentally.

Imagine a large nucleus (a heavy ion),
which was boosted to some ultra-relativistic

velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.6. We are inter-
ested in the dynamics of small-x gluons in
the wave-function of this relativistic nucleus.
One can show that due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the small-x gluons in-
teract with the whole nucleus coherently in
the longitudinal (beam) direction, Therefore,
only the transverse plane distribution of nu-
cleons is important for the small-x wave-

3An equation of this type was originally suggested by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin in [150] and by Mueller
and Qiu in [151], though at the time it was assumed that the quadratic term was only the first non-linear
correction with higher order terms expected to be present as well. In [147, 148], the exact form of the
equation was found, and it was shown that in the large-Nc limit Eq. (3.3) does not have any higher-order
terms in N .
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Figure 3.5: The non-linear small-x evolution of a hadronic or nuclear wave functions. All partons
(quarks and gluons) are denoted by straight solid lines for simplicity.

We see that something has to modify the
BFKL evolution at high energy to prevent
it from becoming unphysically large. The
modification is illustrated on the far right of
Fig. 3.5. At very high energies (leading to
high gluon densities), partons may start to

recombine with each other on top of the split-
ting. The recombination of two partons into
one is proportional to the number of pairs
of partons, which in turn scales as N

2. We
end up with the following non-linear evolu-
tion equation:

@N(x, rT )

@ ln(1/x)
= ↵sKBFKL ⌦ N(x, rT )� ↵s [N(x, rT )]

2
. (3.3)

This is the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) evolu-
tion equation [147, 148, 149], which is valid
for QCD in the limit of the large number
of colors Nc.3 A generalization of Eq. (3.3)
beyond the large-Nc limit is accomplished
by the Jalilian-Marian–Iancu–McLerran–
Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner (JIMWLK) [143,
152, 153, 154, 155] evolution equation, which
is a functional di↵erential equation.

The physical impact of the quadratic
term on the right of Eq. (3.3) is clear: it

slows down the small-x evolution, leading to
parton saturation, when the number density
of partons stops growing with decreasing x.
The corresponding total cross-sections sat-
isfy the black disk limit of Eq. (3.2). The
e↵ect of gluon mergers becomes important
when the quadratic term in Eq. (3.3) be-
comes comparable to the linear term on the
right-hand-side. This gives rise to the satu-
ration scale Qs, which grows as Q2

s ⇠ (1/x)�

with decreasing x [150, 156, 157].

Classical Gluon Fields and the Nuclear “Oomph” Factor

We have argued above that parton satu-
ration is a universal phenomenon, valid both
for scattering on a proton or a nucleus. Here
we demonstrate that nuclei provide an extra
enhancement of the saturation phenomenon,
making it easier to observe and study exper-
imentally.

Imagine a large nucleus (a heavy ion),
which was boosted to some ultra-relativistic

velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.6. We are inter-
ested in the dynamics of small-x gluons in
the wave-function of this relativistic nucleus.
One can show that due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the small-x gluons in-
teract with the whole nucleus coherently in
the longitudinal (beam) direction, Therefore,
only the transverse plane distribution of nu-
cleons is important for the small-x wave-

3An equation of this type was originally suggested by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin in [150] and by Mueller
and Qiu in [151], though at the time it was assumed that the quadratic term was only the first non-linear
correction with higher order terms expected to be present as well. In [147, 148], the exact form of the
equation was found, and it was shown that in the large-Nc limit Eq. (3.3) does not have any higher-order
terms in N .
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One can show that due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the small-x gluons in-
teract with the whole nucleus coherently in
the longitudinal (beam) direction, Therefore,
only the transverse plane distribution of nu-
cleons is important for the small-x wave-
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We see that something has to modify the
BFKL evolution at high energy to prevent
it from becoming unphysically large. The
modification is illustrated on the far right of
Fig. 3.5. At very high energies (leading to
high gluon densities), partons may start to

recombine with each other on top of the split-
ting. The recombination of two partons into
one is proportional to the number of pairs
of partons, which in turn scales as N

2. We
end up with the following non-linear evolu-
tion equation:
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This is the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) evolu-
tion equation [147, 148, 149], which is valid
for QCD in the limit of the large number
of colors Nc.3 A generalization of Eq. (3.3)
beyond the large-Nc limit is accomplished
by the Jalilian-Marian–Iancu–McLerran–
Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner (JIMWLK) [143,
152, 153, 154, 155] evolution equation, which
is a functional di↵erential equation.

The physical impact of the quadratic
term on the right of Eq. (3.3) is clear: it

slows down the small-x evolution, leading to
parton saturation, when the number density
of partons stops growing with decreasing x.
The corresponding total cross-sections sat-
isfy the black disk limit of Eq. (3.2). The
e↵ect of gluon mergers becomes important
when the quadratic term in Eq. (3.3) be-
comes comparable to the linear term on the
right-hand-side. This gives rise to the satu-
ration scale Qs, which grows as Q2
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with decreasing x [150, 156, 157].

Classical Gluon Fields and the Nuclear “Oomph” Factor

We have argued above that parton satu-
ration is a universal phenomenon, valid both
for scattering on a proton or a nucleus. Here
we demonstrate that nuclei provide an extra
enhancement of the saturation phenomenon,
making it easier to observe and study exper-
imentally.

Imagine a large nucleus (a heavy ion),
which was boosted to some ultra-relativistic

velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.6. We are inter-
ested in the dynamics of small-x gluons in
the wave-function of this relativistic nucleus.
One can show that due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the small-x gluons in-
teract with the whole nucleus coherently in
the longitudinal (beam) direction, Therefore,
only the transverse plane distribution of nu-
cleons is important for the small-x wave-

3An equation of this type was originally suggested by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin in [150] and by Mueller
and Qiu in [151], though at the time it was assumed that the quadratic term was only the first non-linear
correction with higher order terms expected to be present as well. In [147, 148], the exact form of the
equation was found, and it was shown that in the large-Nc limit Eq. (3.3) does not have any higher-order
terms in N .
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We have argued above that parton satu-
ration is a universal phenomenon, valid both
for scattering on a proton or a nucleus. Here
we demonstrate that nuclei provide an extra
enhancement of the saturation phenomenon,
making it easier to observe and study exper-
imentally.

Imagine a large nucleus (a heavy ion),
which was boosted to some ultra-relativistic

velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.6. We are inter-
ested in the dynamics of small-x gluons in
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One can show that due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the small-x gluons in-
teract with the whole nucleus coherently in
the longitudinal (beam) direction, Therefore,
only the transverse plane distribution of nu-
cleons is important for the small-x wave-

3An equation of this type was originally suggested by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin in [150] and by Mueller
and Qiu in [151], though at the time it was assumed that the quadratic term was only the first non-linear
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Figure 3.6: A large nucleus before and after an ultra-relativistic boost.

function. As one can see from Fig. 3.6, af-
ter the boost, the nucleons, as “seen” by the
small-x gluons with large longitudinal wave-
length, appear to overlap with each other in
the transverse plane, leading to high parton
density. A large occupation number of color
charges (partons) leads to a classical gluon
field dominating the small-x wave-function
of the nucleus. This is the essence of the
McLerran-Venugopalan (MV) model [158].
According to the MV model, the dominant
gluon field is given by the solution of the
classical Yang-Mills equations, which are the
QCD analogue of Maxwell equations of elec-
trodynamics.

The Yang-Mills equations were solved for
a single nucleus exactly [159, 160]; their so-
lution was used to construct an unintegrated
gluon distribution (gluon TMD) �(x, k2T )
shown in Fig. 3.7 (multiplied by the phase
space factor of the gluon’s transverse mo-
mentum kT ) as a function of kT .4 Fig. 3.7
demonstrates the emergence of the satu-
ration scale Qs. The majority of gluons
in this classical distribution have transverse
momentum kT ⇡ Qs. Note that the gluon
distribution slows down its growth with de-
creasing kT for kT < Qs (from a power-law
of kT to a logarithm, as can be shown by
explicit calculations). The distribution sat-
urates, justifying the name of the saturation
scale.

The gluon field arises from all the nucle-
ons in the nucleus at a given location in the
transverse plane (impact parameter). Away
from the edges, the nucleon density in the
nucleus is approximately constant. There-
fore, the number of nucleons at a fixed im-
pact parameter is simply proportional to the
thickness of the nucleus in the longitudinal
(beam) direction.

αs << 1αs ∼ 1 ΛQCD
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Figure 3.7: The unintegrated gluon distribu-
tion (gluon TMD) �(x, k2T ) of a large nucleus
due to classical gluon fields (solid line). The
dashed curve denotes the lowest-order pertur-
bative result.

For a large nucleus, that thickness, in
turn, is proportional to the nuclear radius
R ⇠ A

1/3 with the nuclear mass number A.
The transverse momentum of the gluon can
be thought of as arising from many trans-

4Note that in the MV model �(x, k2
T ) is independent of Bjorken-x. Its x-dependence comes in though

the BK/JIMWLK evolution equations described above.
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Experimental important points
•Good separation of coherent and incoherent production. Not easy!

Classification of di↵ractive events

Coherent di↵raction:

Target remains in the same quantum state, e.g.
� + p ! J/ + p

Probes average interaction

d��⇤
A!VA

dt
⇠ |hA�⇤

A!VAi⌦|2

h i⌦: average over target configurations ⌦
Recall:

A�⇤
p!Vp ⇠

Z
d2bdzd2r �⇤ V (r , z ,Q2)e�ib·�N⌦(r , xP,b)

Incoherent di↵raction:

E.g. � + p ! J/ + p⇤

Targe proton dissociates (p⇤ ! X ).

Gѫ
�G
W�

|t|

Coherent/Elastic

Incoherent/Breakup

W1 W2 W3 W4

Good, Walker, PRD 120, 1960

Miettinen, Pumplin, PRD 18, 1978

Kovchegov, McLerran, PRD 60, 1999

Kovner, Wiedemann, PRD 64, 2001

Mäntysaari, Rept. Prog. Phys. 83, 2020

Heikki Mäntysaari (JYU) Incoherent di↵raction Mar 23, 2021 4 / 13

t= squared momentum transfer to target
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Experimental important points
•Good separation of coherent and incoherent production. Not easy!

•Coherent production: measurements up to large t:

‣3D or 2D (x independent) transverse position
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Experimental important points
•Good separation of coherent and incoherent production. Not easy!

•Coherent production: measurements up to large t:

‣3D or 2D (x independent) transverse position
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d�? GPD(x, 0,�?) e

�ib?�?

Experimentally limited by maximum transverse momentum.

Need to extend pT range as much as possible in measurement.

~third diffractive minimum.

‣Saturation: 

determine dip position indirectly 

via slope and probe its dependence

With Wɣp

Q ¼ 0. Drastically different patterns for the diffractive t
distribution also emerge between saturation and nonsatu-
ration models for lighter vector meson production such as ρ
and ϕ, with the appearance of multiple dips. Note that the
prospects at the LHeC [4] indicate that access to values of
jtj around 2 GeV2, required to observe the dips for J=ψ, is

challenging. On the other hand, the accuracy that can be
expected at lower jtj should allow us to observe the bending
of the distributions. And lower values of jtj for lighter
vector mesons should be clearly accessible, probably even
at the EIC [3], but for smaller Wγp.
The emergence of single or multiple dips in the t

distribution of the vector mesons in the saturation models
is directly related to the saturation (unitarity) features of the
dipole scattering amplitudeN at large dipole sizes. In order
to more clearly see this effect, let us define a t distribution
of the dipole amplitude in the following way:

dσdipole

dt
¼ 2πj

Z
Λr

0
rdr

Z
d2be−ib·ΔN ðx; r; bÞj2; ð21Þ

where Λr is an upper bound on the dipole size. The above
expression is in fact very similar to Eqs. (1) and (2); see also
Ref. [13]. Note that in Eq. (1), the overlap of photon and
vector meson wave functions gives the probability of
finding a color dipole of transverse size r in the vector
meson wave function and it naturally gives rise to an
implicit dynamical cutoff Λr which varies with kinematics
and the mass of the vector meson. The cutoff Λr is larger at
lower virtualities and for lighter vector mesons. On the
other hand, quantum evolution leads to unitarity constraints
on the amplitude at lower dipole sizes with decreasing
values of x or increasing energies. Thus, by varying the
cutoff Λr, one probes different regimes of the dipole from
color transparency to the saturation regime.
In the 1-Pomeron model, since the impact-parameter

profile of the dipole amplitude is a Gaussian for all values
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FIG. 9 (color online). Differential J=ψ cross section, as a
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Classification of di↵ractive events

Coherent di↵raction:

Target remains in the same quantum state, e.g.
� + p ! J/ + p

Probes average interaction

d��⇤
A!VA

dt
⇠ |hA�⇤

A!VAi⌦|2

h i⌦: average over target configurations ⌦
Recall:

A�⇤
p!Vp ⇠

Z
d2bdzd2r �⇤ V (r , z ,Q2)e�ib·�N⌦(r , xP,b)

Incoherent di↵raction:

E.g. � + p ! J/ + p⇤

Targe proton dissociates (p⇤ ! X ).

Gѫ
�G
W�

|t|

Coherent/Elastic

Incoherent/Breakup

W1 W2 W3 W4
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Kovner, Wiedemann, PRD 64, 2001
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Coherent photoproduction in PbPb at ALICE: y dependence

Coherent J/y and y 0 photoproduction at midrapidity ALICE Collaboration

The ratio of the 2S to 1S charmonium states is:

s coh
y 0
dy

s coh
J/y
dy

= 0.18 ±0.0185(stat.)±0.028(syst.)±0.005(BR). (8)

Many systematic uncertainties of the J/y and y 0 cross section measurements are correlated and cancel
in the cross section ratio. Since the analysis relies on the same data sample and on the same trigger,
the systematic uncertainties of the luminosity evaluation, trigger efficiency, EMD correction and ITS-
TPC matching of leptons were considered as fully correlated. The AD and V0 offline veto uncertainty
is partially correlated, so the difference of the uncertainties for y 0 and J/y is taken into account in
the uncertainty of the ratio. The systematic uncertainties connected to the signal extraction, incoherent
contamination and the branching ratio are considered uncorrelated between the two measurements. The
dominant uncertainty comes from the uncorrelated part of the AD and V0 veto uncertainty for y 0.

5 Discussion

Figure 6 shows the rapidity-differential cross section of the coherent photoproduction of J/y and y 0 vec-
tor mesons in Pb–Pb UPCs including previous ALICE measurements of J/y at forward rapidity [24].
At midrapidity, J/y measurements performed in absolute rapidity ranges are shown at positive rapidities
and reflected into negative rapidities. The ALICE measurements are compared to several models which
are discussed in the following:

The impulse approximation, taken from STARlight [43], is based on data from exclusive J/y photopro-
duction off protons and neglects all nuclear effects except for the coherence. The square root of the ratio
of experimental cross sections to the impulse approximation is 0.65±0.03 for J/y and 0.66±0.06 for
y 0, where statistical and systematic uncertainties of the ALICE measurements and a conservative 10%
uncertainty on the impulse approximation are added in quadrature. The obtained nuclear suppression
factor reflects the magnitude of the nuclear gluon shadowing factor at typical Bjorken-x values in the
range (0.3,1.4)⇥ 10�3 and is in good agreement with Rg(x ⇠ 10�3) = 0.61+0.05

�0.04 obtained in Ref. [18]
from the J/y cross section measurement in UPCs at

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
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Figure 6: Measured differential cross section of the coherent J/y (left) and y 0 (right) photoproduction in Pb–Pb
UPC events. The error bars (boxes) show the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. The theoretical calculations are
also shown. The green band represents the uncertainties of the EPS09 LO calculation.
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Coherent photoproduction in PbPb at ALICE: y dependence
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ALICE: 𝜸Pb cross section
First measurement of the |t|-dependence of coherent J/ψ photonuclear productionALICE Collaboration
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Figure 2: Dependence on |t| of the photonuclear cross section for the coherent photoproduction of J/ψ off Pb
compared with model predictions [10, 11, 26] (top panel). Model to data ratio for each prediction in each measured
point (bottom panel). The uncertainties are split to those originating from experiment and to those originating from
the correction to go from the UPC to the photonuclear cross section.
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• Ability to trigger on low pT objects (pT > 400 MeV)
• Low(er) number of visible interactions cf. ATLAS, CMS 
• Forward coverage allows high W and low gluon x to be 

probed in photoproduction

(see also R. McNulty’s talk in this session)
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• particle identification 
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• large coverage in rapidity
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High Rapidity Shower Counters at LHCb 
(HeRSCheL) JINST 13 (2018) P04017 

Installed for Run 2  (2015-2018) 

• low pT threshold: pT>400 MeV 
• particle identification 
• no detection around beam line but  
• low number of interactions 
  per beam crossing: 1.1–1.5 
• large coverage in rapidity
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Coherent J/ѱ in PbPb UPCs – selection
• Reconstruction via dimuon decay, with offline selection: 2<ημ<4.5 and pT,μ> 700 MeV

• 2<yJ/ѱ<4.5 → xB down to 10-5

• pT<1 GeV
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Figure 2: Dimuon mass distribution for signal candidates in the rapidity range 2.0 < y⇤ < 4.5.
The data are overlaid with the result of the fit.

contributions from both coherent and incoherent production, and feed-down from  (2S)
decays into J/ mesons ( (2S)! J/ X). Similarly, the  (2S) yields include contributions
from both coherent and incoherent production, while the feed-down contribution from
higher-order charmonium excited states is negligible given the current statistical precision.
In the second step, fits to the J/ or  (2S) p⇤T distributions are used to determine the
yields due to coherent production.

The yields of the signal candidates and the non-resonant background component
are determined by fitting the dimuon mass distribution using double-sided Crystal-Ball
functions to describe the J/ and  (2S) mass shapes and an exponential function for the
non-resonant background. The fit is performed in the range 2.9 < mµ+µ� < 4.0GeV/c2.
The mass distribution and the corresponding fit are shown in Fig. 2.

The coherent yields are determined with separate unbinned maximum-likelihood fits
to the ln(p⇤2T ) distributions for the signal candidates inside both the J/ and  (2S) mass
windows. The shapes of coherent, incoherent and  (2S) feed-down components are taken
from simulation. The shape of the non-resonant background does not depend upon the
dimuon mass and is obtained from the mass window, 3.2 < mµ+µ� < 3.6GeV/c2, where
there is no signal component. The yields of the non-resonant background are determined
as the integral of the non-resonant component from the dimuon mass fit in the J/ and
 (2S) mass windows.

Figure 3 shows the ln(p⇤2T ) distributions of selected J/ and  (2S) candidates in the
rapidity interval 2 < y⇤ < 4.5. Fits to the ln(p⇤2T ) distributions are performed in each
y⇤ interval to extract the corresponding J/ and  (2S) yields, as reported in Table 1.
The coherent yield of J/ and  (2S) production for each p⇤T interval is calculated by

4
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Coherent J/ѱ in PbPb UPCs – selection
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Figure 3: The ln(p⇤2T ) distribution of dimuon candidates in the 2.0 < y⇤ < 4.5 range for (left)

J/ candidates and (right)  (2S) candidates. The data are overlaid with the result of the fit.

subtracting the background components from the measured yield for that interval as
reported in Tables 2 and 3. The contributions from background components are determined
by an overall fit to the ln(p⇤2T ) distributions.

Table 1: Total and coherent J/ and  (2S) yields from the invariant mass and transverse

momentum fits in di↵erent rapidity intervals.

Interval N tot
J/ N coh

J/ N tot
 (2S) N coh

 (2S)

2.0 < y⇤ < 4.5 23 355 ± 183 20 193 ± 199 513 ± 43 471 ± 44
2.0 < y⇤ < 2.5 2 457 ± 60 2 070 ± 66 75 ± 15 65 ± 15
2.5 < y⇤ < 3.0 6 845 ± 100 5 926 ± 108 147 ± 26 137 ± 26
3.0 < y⇤ < 3.5 7 875 ± 106 6 883 ± 115 168 ± 26 161 ± 26
3.5 < y⇤ < 4.0 5 019 ± 82 4 362 ± 90 102 ± 18 85 ± 18
4.0 < y⇤ < 4.5 1 166 ± 38 956 ± 44 24 ± 8 21 ± 8

The total e�ciency "tot is determined as the product of the acceptance e�ciency
("acc), the muon acceptance e�ciency ("µ-acc), the tracking e�ciency ("trk), the selection
e�ciency ("sel), the particle identification (PID) e�ciency ("PID), the trigger e�ciency
("trg) and the HeRSCheL-veto e�ciency ("her). Each e�ciency is evaluated separately
for J/ and  (2S) mesons in each y⇤ and p⇤T interval for the di↵erential cross-section
measurements. E�ciencies are evaluated from simulation calibrated to data. The value of
"µ-acc is determined at generator level as the fraction of events with both muon candidates
passing pT > 700MeV/c and 2.0 < ⌘ < 4.5. The signal candidates are required to pass
the pT < 1GeV/c selection and fall in the mass windows defined in Sec. 3, for J/ and
 (2S) mesons separately. For "trk, "PID and "trg, the simulation does not always describe
the data well. E�ciency corrections from data using the tag-and-probe method [20] are
determined from J/ events in PbPb collision data. The HeRSCheL-veto criteria is
chosen to retain a signal e�ciency of 90% according to a set of separately selected pure
signal and background data samples. Dependencies of the e�ciency correction on y⇤ and
p⇤T of the dimuon system are studied and found to be negligible in the invariant mass

5

shape from 

STARLIGHT

from data
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6 Results and discussion

The integrated cross-sections of coherent J/ and  (2S) production in PbPb collisions
are measured in the rapidity region 2.0 < y⇤ < 4.5 as

�coh
J/ = 5.965 ± 0.059 ± 0.232 ± 0.262 mb ,

�coh
 (2S) = 0.923 ± 0.086 ± 0.028 ± 0.040 mb ,

where the first listed uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is
due to the luminosity determination. The ratio of the coherent  (2S) to J/ production
cross-sections is measured to be

�coh
 (2S)/�

coh
J/ = 0.155 ± 0.014 ± 0.003 ,

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. The luminosity
uncertainty cancels in the ratio measurement.

The measured di↵erential cross-sections as a function of y⇤ and p⇤T for coherent J/ 
and  (2S) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The cross-section ratio of coherent
 (2S) to J/ production as a function of rapidity is shown in Fig. 6. The numerical values
of the results are reported in Tables 5 – 9 in Appendix A. These results are compared to
several theoretical predictions in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 which can be grouped into models based
on perturbative-QCD (pQCD) [8, 22] and colour-glass-condensate (CGC) [6, 7, 23–28]
calculations.

The models provided by Guzey et al. [8, 22] are based on pQCD calculations under
the leading-logarithm approximation. The exclusive J/ photo-production cross-section
on a proton target is calculated at leading order. The final cross-section is calculated
with the weak and strong leading twist nuclear shadowing (LTA) models (LTA W and
LTA S, respectively) [29], together with the EPS09 [30] and EPPS16 [31, 32] nuclear
parton distribution functions. These models are compatible with the data, with excellent
agreement at high rapidity and a slight trend of underestimation at low rapidity for both
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Figure 4: Di↵erential cross-section as a function y⇤ for coherent (left) J/ and (right)  (2S)
production, compared to theoretical predictions. These models are grouped as (red lines)

perturbative-QCD calculations and (blue lines) colour-glass-condensate models.
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Coherent photoproduction in PbPb at LHCb: y dependence
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6 Results and discussion

The integrated cross-sections of coherent J/ and  (2S) production in PbPb collisions
are measured in the rapidity region 2.0 < y⇤ < 4.5 as
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cross-sections is measured to be
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where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. The luminosity
uncertainty cancels in the ratio measurement.

The measured di↵erential cross-sections as a function of y⇤ and p⇤T for coherent J/ 
and  (2S) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The cross-section ratio of coherent
 (2S) to J/ production as a function of rapidity is shown in Fig. 6. The numerical values
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J/ and  (2S), as shown in Fig. 4. The underestimation at low rapidity results in an
overall lower prediction in the di↵erential cross-section as a function of p⇤T, shown in Fig. 5.
However, excellent agreement between the prediction and data for the  (2S) to J/ ratio
measurement can be observed in Fig. 6.

The models by Krelina et al. [23,24] can be considered as variations of the colour-dipole
model [33–35] based on CGC theory. In the models proposed by Mäntysaari et al. [6,27,28]
the cross-section is also calculated using the colour-dipole model, including a subnucleon
scale fluctuation based on CGC theory. The models by Gonçalves et al. [25, 26] depend
on the dipole-hadron scattering amplitude and vector-meson wave function. The Golec–
Biernat–Wustho↵ (GBW) [36,37] and Kopeliovich–Schafer–Tarasov (KST) [38] models
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Disentangling the ambiguity on the ID of the 𝜸 emitter
detector

QED Double pomeron exchange
(Scalar / tensor mesons)

Photoproduction
(Vector mesons)

Signal: Central system with rapidity gaps down to proton

Background: Proton dissociation; finite detector acceptance 
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µ�
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p(A)

p(A)

E𝜸 = small

<latexit sha1_base64="YFfh94ARHqh2Zm9o1NRetVnPdmU=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK60JoURTdCUQQRhAr2AU0Mk+mkHTqThJmJUIZ8ght/xY0LRdy6dOffOG2z0NYDFw7n3Mu99/gxJUJa1reRm5mdm1/ILxaWlldW14rrGw0RJRzhOopoxFs+FJiSENclkRS3Yo4h8ylu+v2Lod98wFyQKLyTgxi7DHZDEhAEpZa84u6lp5wuZAzui/TMCThE6sZT14dOLEiaqkqK79XBIPWKJatsjWBOEzsjJZCh5hW/nE6EEoZDiSgUom1bsXQV5JIgitOCkwgcQ9SHXdzWNIQMC1eNHkrNHa10zCDiukJpjtTfEwoyIQbM150Myp6Y9Ibif147kcGpq0gYJxKHaLwoSKgpI3OYjtkhHCNJB5pAxIm+1UQ9qEOROsOCDsGefHmaNCpl+7hs3R6VqudZHHmwBbbBHrDBCaiCK1ADdYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY9yaM7KZTfAHxucPJfGdTA==</latexit>

E�,s =
MJ/ 

2
e�y
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�(y) = N�/A(E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) +N�/A(E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)
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<latexit sha1_base64="wAsGzmzu2HZZrrbDbH9875e78Hs=">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</latexit>

�(y) = N�/A(E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) +N�/A(E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

Photon flux                   is function of impact parameter: 

enhanced for large       at small impact parameter.

<latexit sha1_base64="1AQmjj7CSQj86FPU+JDBUQ31xDw=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2AR6qbOiKLLqgiupIJ9QDsMmTRtQ5PMkGSEMowbf8WNC0Xc+hfu/BvTdgRtPXDh5Jx7yb0niBhV2nG+rNzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5hb27VVRhLTGo4ZKFsBkgRRgWpaaoZaUaSIB4w0ggGlyO/cU+koqG408OIeBz1BO1SjLSRfHvnxk/aPcQ5OjxPS1c/j/TAt4tO2RkDzhI3I0WQoerbn+1OiGNOhMYMKdVynUh7CZKaYkbSQjtWJEJ4gHqkZahAnCgvGV+Qwn2jdGA3lKaEhmP190SCuFJDHphOjnRfTXsj8T+vFevumZdQEcWaCDz5qBszqEM4igN2qCRYs6EhCEtqdoW4jyTC2oRWMCG40yfPkvpR2T0pO7fHxcpFFkce7II9UAIuOAUVcA2qoAYweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/VmvU9ac1Y2sw3+wPr4BqXzll8=</latexit>

N�/A(E�)
<latexit sha1_base64="vdSPgRZFf7/uBM6Dq4sTYBM2/EA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSSi6LEogscK9gPbUCbbTbt0dxN2N0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqCG2QmMeqHaKmnEnaMMxw2k4URRFy2gpHN1O/9USVZrF8MOOEBgIHkkWMoLHS420v6w5QCJz0yhWv6s3gLhM/JxXIUe+Vv7r9mKSCSkM4at3xvcQEGSrDCKeTUjfVNEEywgHtWCpRUB1ks4sn7olV+m4UK1vSuDP190SGQuuxCG2nQDPUi95U/M/rpCa6CjImk9RQSeaLopS7Jnan77t9pigxfGwJEsXsrS4ZokJibEglG4K/+PIyaZ5V/Yuqd39eqV3ncRThCI7hFHy4hBrcQR0aQEDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AZe/kN0=</latexit>

E�

Small impact parameter , b              higher probability for exciting (∝1/b2)  higher probability to emit neutrons.
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Disentangling the ambiguity on the ID of the 𝜸 emitter
<latexit sha1_base64="wAsGzmzu2HZZrrbDbH9875e78Hs=">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</latexit>

�(y) = N�/A(E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) +N�/A(E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

Photon flux                   is function of impact parameter: 

enhanced for large       at small impact parameter.

<latexit sha1_base64="1AQmjj7CSQj86FPU+JDBUQ31xDw=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2AR6qbOiKLLqgiupIJ9QDsMmTRtQ5PMkGSEMowbf8WNC0Xc+hfu/BvTdgRtPXDh5Jx7yb0niBhV2nG+rNzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5hb27VVRhLTGo4ZKFsBkgRRgWpaaoZaUaSIB4w0ggGlyO/cU+koqG408OIeBz1BO1SjLSRfHvnxk/aPcQ5OjxPS1c/j/TAt4tO2RkDzhI3I0WQoerbn+1OiGNOhMYMKdVynUh7CZKaYkbSQjtWJEJ4gHqkZahAnCgvGV+Qwn2jdGA3lKaEhmP190SCuFJDHphOjnRfTXsj8T+vFevumZdQEcWaCDz5qBszqEM4igN2qCRYs6EhCEtqdoW4jyTC2oRWMCG40yfPkvpR2T0pO7fHxcpFFkce7II9UAIuOAUVcA2qoAYweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/VmvU9ac1Y2sw3+wPr4BqXzll8=</latexit>

N�/A(E�)
<latexit sha1_base64="vdSPgRZFf7/uBM6Dq4sTYBM2/EA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSSi6LEogscK9gPbUCbbTbt0dxN2N0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqCG2QmMeqHaKmnEnaMMxw2k4URRFy2gpHN1O/9USVZrF8MOOEBgIHkkWMoLHS420v6w5QCJz0yhWv6s3gLhM/JxXIUe+Vv7r9mKSCSkM4at3xvcQEGSrDCKeTUjfVNEEywgHtWCpRUB1ks4sn7olV+m4UK1vSuDP190SGQuuxCG2nQDPUi95U/M/rpCa6CjImk9RQSeaLopS7Jnan77t9pigxfGwJEsXsrS4ZokJibEglG4K/+PIyaZ5V/Yuqd39eqV3ncRThCI7hFHy4hBrcQR0aQEDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AZe/kN0=</latexit>

E�

����������&(51�/3&&�6HPLQDU&06

$�VROXWLRQ�WR�WKH�WZR�ZD\�DPELJXLW\�SX]]OH

��

&RQWURO�WKH�LPSDFW�SDUDPHWHU�RU�ȉFHQWUDOLW\Ȋ�RI�83&V�YLD�IRUZDUG�HPLWWHG�QHXWURQV

Ɣ $QDORJRXV�WR�FHQWUDOLW\�
ż E;Q;Q���E�Q;Q���E�Q�Q

.OHLQ�	�6WHLQEHUJ��
$QQ��5HY��1XFO��3DUW��6FL���������������

1XFOHXV�H[FLWDWLRQ�SUREDELOLW\�

3E 3E

3E 3E

n

n

n

n
Picture from André Ståhl

Small impact parameter , b              higher probability for exciting (∝1/b2)  higher probability to emit neutrons.
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Disentangling the ambiguity on the ID of the 𝜸 emitter

Make measurement  with

possibility to detect neutrons

<latexit sha1_base64="wAsGzmzu2HZZrrbDbH9875e78Hs=">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</latexit>

�(y) = N�/A(E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) +N�/A(E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

Photon flux                   is function of impact parameter: 

enhanced for large       at small impact parameter.

<latexit sha1_base64="1AQmjj7CSQj86FPU+JDBUQ31xDw=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2AR6qbOiKLLqgiupIJ9QDsMmTRtQ5PMkGSEMowbf8WNC0Xc+hfu/BvTdgRtPXDh5Jx7yb0niBhV2nG+rNzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5hb27VVRhLTGo4ZKFsBkgRRgWpaaoZaUaSIB4w0ggGlyO/cU+koqG408OIeBz1BO1SjLSRfHvnxk/aPcQ5OjxPS1c/j/TAt4tO2RkDzhI3I0WQoerbn+1OiGNOhMYMKdVynUh7CZKaYkbSQjtWJEJ4gHqkZahAnCgvGV+Qwn2jdGA3lKaEhmP190SCuFJDHphOjnRfTXsj8T+vFevumZdQEcWaCDz5qBszqEM4igN2qCRYs6EhCEtqdoW4jyTC2oRWMCG40yfPkvpR2T0pO7fHxcpFFkce7II9UAIuOAUVcA2qoAYweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/VmvU9ac1Y2sw3+wPr4BqXzll8=</latexit>

N�/A(E�)
<latexit sha1_base64="vdSPgRZFf7/uBM6Dq4sTYBM2/EA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSSi6LEogscK9gPbUCbbTbt0dxN2N0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjed9O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqCG2QmMeqHaKmnEnaMMxw2k4URRFy2gpHN1O/9USVZrF8MOOEBgIHkkWMoLHS420v6w5QCJz0yhWv6s3gLhM/JxXIUe+Vv7r9mKSCSkM4at3xvcQEGSrDCKeTUjfVNEEywgHtWCpRUB1ks4sn7olV+m4UK1vSuDP190SGQuuxCG2nQDPUi95U/M/rpCa6CjImk9RQSeaLopS7Jnan77t9pigxfGwJEsXsrS4ZokJibEglG4K/+PIyaZ5V/Yuqd39eqV3ncRThCI7hFHy4hBrcQR0aQEDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AZe/kN0=</latexit>

E�

����������&(51�/3&&�6HPLQDU&06

$�VROXWLRQ�WR�WKH�WZR�ZD\�DPELJXLW\�SX]]OH

��

&RQWURO�WKH�LPSDFW�SDUDPHWHU�RU�ȉFHQWUDOLW\Ȋ�RI�83&V�YLD�IRUZDUG�HPLWWHG�QHXWURQV

Ɣ $QDORJRXV�WR�FHQWUDOLW\�
ż E;Q;Q���E�Q;Q���E�Q�Q

.OHLQ�	�6WHLQEHUJ��
$QQ��5HY��1XFO��3DUW��6FL���������������

1XFOHXV�H[FLWDWLRQ�SUREDELOLW\�

3E 3E

3E 3E

n

n

n

n
Picture from André Ståhl

Small impact parameter , b              higher probability for exciting (∝1/b2)  higher probability to emit neutrons.
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CMS central detector and the (far-)forward region

muon detectors
Cherenkov hadron  
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CMS central detector and the (far-)forward region

muon detectors
Cherenkov hadron  

calorimeters
Cherenkov hadron  

calorimeters
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Zero-degree  
calorimeters

Emax<7.6 GeVEmax<7.3 GeV

μ+

μ-

<latexit sha1_base64="QhOKMWEw6yJA5O9kilYOU0/W6mQ=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIghiSUh+LLopuXFawD2hjmEwn7dDJJMxMhJDWjb/ixoUibv0Ld/6NkzYLrR64l8M59zJzjxdRIqRlfWmFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzS9/eaYkw5gg3UUhD3vGgwJQw3JREUtyJOIaBR3HbG11lfvsec0FCdiuTCDsBHDDiEwSlklx9zzbPauPETXtBfHectZPJuFYxq65etkxrCuMvsXNSBjkarv7Z64coDjCTiEIhurYVSSeFXBJE8aTUiwWOIBrBAe4qymCAhZNOL5gYh0rpG37IVTFpTNWfGykMhEgCT00GUA7FvJeJ/3ndWPoXTkpYFEvM0OwhP6aGDI0sDqNPOEaSJopAxIn6q4GGkEMkVWglFYI9f/Jf0qqY9qlp3VTL9cs8jiLYBwfgCNjgHNTBNWiAJkDgATyBF/CqPWrP2pv2PhstaPnOLvgF7eMbcFeVmA==</latexit>

1.6 < |yµ+µ� | < 2.4



CMS central detector and the (far-)forward region

muon detectors
Cherenkov hadron  
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Cherenkov hadron  

calorimeters
Zero-degree  
calorimeters

Zero-degree  
calorimeters

Emax<7.6 GeVEmax<7.3 GeV
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<latexit sha1_base64="QhOKMWEw6yJA5O9kilYOU0/W6mQ=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBTbAIghiSUh+LLopuXFawD2hjmEwn7dDJJMxMhJDWjb/ixoUibv0Ld/6NkzYLrR64l8M59zJzjxdRIqRlfWmFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzS9/eaYkw5gg3UUhD3vGgwJQw3JREUtyJOIaBR3HbG11lfvsec0FCdiuTCDsBHDDiEwSlklx9zzbPauPETXtBfHectZPJuFYxq65etkxrCuMvsXNSBjkarv7Z64coDjCTiEIhurYVSSeFXBJE8aTUiwWOIBrBAe4qymCAhZNOL5gYh0rpG37IVTFpTNWfGykMhEgCT00GUA7FvJeJ/3ndWPoXTkpYFEvM0OwhP6aGDI0sDqNPOEaSJopAxIn6q4GGkEMkVWglFYI9f/Jf0qqY9qlp3VTL9cs8jiLYBwfgCNjgHNTBNWiAJkDgATyBF/CqPWrP2pv2PhstaPnOLvgF7eMbcFeVmA==</latexit>

1.6 < |yµ+µ� | < 2.4
0 neutrons

≥1 neutron

0 neutrons

≥1 neutron0n0n 

0nXn              
XnXn



Disentangling the ambiguity on the ID of the 𝜸 emitter

measured

21

<latexit sha1_base64="9IDN0dr1MNpDvn0FmvqTwxjbIc0=">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</latexit>

�0n0n(y) = N0n0n
�/A (E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) + N0n0n

�/A (E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

<latexit sha1_base64="lQYC+LPfcD5GYHw8E8qMS5kF27Q=">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</latexit>

�0nXn(y) = N0nXn
�/A (E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) + N0nXn

�/A (E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

<latexit sha1_base64="G6IFe+QbNwrmbhoLiYO2juiqz+c=">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</latexit>

�XnXn(y) = NXnXn
�/A (E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) +NXnXn

�/A (E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)



Disentangling the ambiguity on the ID of the 𝜸 emitter

measured computed 
(StarLight)

computed 
(StarLight)
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<latexit sha1_base64="9IDN0dr1MNpDvn0FmvqTwxjbIc0=">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</latexit>

�0n0n(y) = N0n0n
�/A (E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) + N0n0n

�/A (E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

<latexit sha1_base64="lQYC+LPfcD5GYHw8E8qMS5kF27Q=">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</latexit>

�0nXn(y) = N0nXn
�/A (E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) + N0nXn

�/A (E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)

<latexit sha1_base64="G6IFe+QbNwrmbhoLiYO2juiqz+c=">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</latexit>

�XnXn(y) = NXnXn
�/A (E�,s) �J/ (E�,s) +NXnXn

�/A (E�,l) �J/ (E�,l)



Disentangling the ambiguity on the ID of the 𝜸 emitter

measured computed 
(StarLight)

computed 
(StarLight)extracted extracted
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<latexit sha1_base64="9IDN0dr1MNpDvn0FmvqTwxjbIc0=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: The differential coherent J/y production cross section as a function of rapidity in dif-
ferent neutron multiplicity classes: 0n0n, 0nXn, XnXn , and AnAn. Vertical bars and shaded
boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Theoretical predic-
tions from LTA weak/strong shadowing [31] and CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]
are shown in curves. Data for the AnAn case are compared to ALICE [16, 20] and LHCb [23]
results.

photon flux uncertainties estimated in this study. Theoretical models [31, 49–52] based on es-
tablished QCD approaches are also shown, including the leading twist pQCD approach (LTA),
color dipole models (CD), and color glass condensate models (bBK, CGC, GG), as well as the
“impulse approximation”(Impulse Approx.) assuming the absence of any nuclear effects.

The energy dependence of the data reveals a unexpected trend. The cross section, s(gPb !
J/yPb), is observed to rapidly rise by more than a factor of 4 at low energies from W

Pb
gN ⇡15 GeV

to 40 GeV. This is consistent with the expectation of fast-growing gluon densities toward small
x values (e.g., from the Impulse Approx.). However, the rapid increasing trend vanishes at
W

Pb
gN > 40 GeV and the cross section becomes more compatible with a slow linear rise of slope

2.98 ± 0.42 (stat.) ±1.06 (syst.)⇥10�5 mb/ GeV up to W
Pb
gN ⇡ 380 GeV. Considering that the

experimental uncertainties are largely correlated across the measured W
Pb
gN range, all the the-

oretical models fail to predict the observed trend in data. This may imply the onset of novel
physics mechanisms in the coherent J/y photoproduction process starting at W

Pb
gN ⇡ 40 GeV.

For example, such behavior is expected when approaching the BDL, where the majority of the
target Pb nucleus becomes completely absorptive to projectile photons because of the extremely
high gluon density at small x [2]. In this scenario, the photon-nucleus cross section is approach-
ing the unitarity limit allowed by the geometrical size of the nucleus. There is still a slow rise in
the cross section from 40 to 400 GeV, which may suggest that the periphery of the nucleus has
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Figure 1: The differential coherent J/y production cross section as a function of rapidity in dif-
ferent neutron multiplicity classes: 0n0n, 0nXn, XnXn , and AnAn. Vertical bars and shaded
boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Theoretical predic-
tions from LTA weak/strong shadowing [31] and CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]
are shown in curves. Data for the AnAn case are compared to ALICE [16, 20] and LHCb [23]
results.

photon flux uncertainties estimated in this study. Theoretical models [31, 49–52] based on es-
tablished QCD approaches are also shown, including the leading twist pQCD approach (LTA),
color dipole models (CD), and color glass condensate models (bBK, CGC, GG), as well as the
“impulse approximation”(Impulse Approx.) assuming the absence of any nuclear effects.

The energy dependence of the data reveals a unexpected trend. The cross section, s(gPb !
J/yPb), is observed to rapidly rise by more than a factor of 4 at low energies from W

Pb
gN ⇡15 GeV

to 40 GeV. This is consistent with the expectation of fast-growing gluon densities toward small
x values (e.g., from the Impulse Approx.). However, the rapid increasing trend vanishes at
W

Pb
gN > 40 GeV and the cross section becomes more compatible with a slow linear rise of slope

2.98 ± 0.42 (stat.) ±1.06 (syst.)⇥10�5 mb/ GeV up to W
Pb
gN ⇡ 380 GeV. Considering that the

experimental uncertainties are largely correlated across the measured W
Pb
gN range, all the the-

oretical models fail to predict the observed trend in data. This may imply the onset of novel
physics mechanisms in the coherent J/y photoproduction process starting at W

Pb
gN ⇡ 40 GeV.

For example, such behavior is expected when approaching the BDL, where the majority of the
target Pb nucleus becomes completely absorptive to projectile photons because of the extremely
high gluon density at small x [2]. In this scenario, the photon-nucleus cross section is approach-
ing the unitarity limit allowed by the geometrical size of the nucleus. There is still a slow rise in
the cross section from 40 to 400 GeV, which may suggest that the periphery of the nucleus has
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Figure 1: The differential coherent J/y production cross section as a function of rapidity in dif-
ferent neutron multiplicity classes: 0n0n, 0nXn, XnXn , and AnAn. Vertical bars and shaded
boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Theoretical predic-
tions from LTA weak/strong shadowing [31] and CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]
are shown in curves. Data for the AnAn case are compared to ALICE [16, 20] and LHCb [23]
results.

photon flux uncertainties estimated in this study. Theoretical models [31, 49–52] based on es-
tablished QCD approaches are also shown, including the leading twist pQCD approach (LTA),
color dipole models (CD), and color glass condensate models (bBK, CGC, GG), as well as the
“impulse approximation”(Impulse Approx.) assuming the absence of any nuclear effects.

The energy dependence of the data reveals a unexpected trend. The cross section, s(gPb !
J/yPb), is observed to rapidly rise by more than a factor of 4 at low energies from W

Pb
gN ⇡15 GeV

to 40 GeV. This is consistent with the expectation of fast-growing gluon densities toward small
x values (e.g., from the Impulse Approx.). However, the rapid increasing trend vanishes at
W

Pb
gN > 40 GeV and the cross section becomes more compatible with a slow linear rise of slope

2.98 ± 0.42 (stat.) ±1.06 (syst.)⇥10�5 mb/ GeV up to W
Pb
gN ⇡ 380 GeV. Considering that the

experimental uncertainties are largely correlated across the measured W
Pb
gN range, all the the-

oretical models fail to predict the observed trend in data. This may imply the onset of novel
physics mechanisms in the coherent J/y photoproduction process starting at W

Pb
gN ⇡ 40 GeV.

For example, such behavior is expected when approaching the BDL, where the majority of the
target Pb nucleus becomes completely absorptive to projectile photons because of the extremely
high gluon density at small x [2]. In this scenario, the photon-nucleus cross section is approach-
ing the unitarity limit allowed by the geometrical size of the nucleus. There is still a slow rise in
the cross section from 40 to 400 GeV, which may suggest that the periphery of the nucleus has
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Figure 1: The differential coherent J/y production cross section as a function of rapidity in dif-
ferent neutron multiplicity classes: 0n0n, 0nXn, XnXn , and AnAn. Vertical bars and shaded
boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Theoretical predic-
tions from LTA weak/strong shadowing [31] and CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]
are shown in curves. Data for the AnAn case are compared to ALICE [16, 20] and LHCb [23]
results.

photon flux uncertainties estimated in this study. Theoretical models [31, 49–52] based on es-
tablished QCD approaches are also shown, including the leading twist pQCD approach (LTA),
color dipole models (CD), and color glass condensate models (bBK, CGC, GG), as well as the
“impulse approximation”(Impulse Approx.) assuming the absence of any nuclear effects.

The energy dependence of the data reveals a unexpected trend. The cross section, s(gPb !
J/yPb), is observed to rapidly rise by more than a factor of 4 at low energies from W

Pb
gN ⇡15 GeV

to 40 GeV. This is consistent with the expectation of fast-growing gluon densities toward small
x values (e.g., from the Impulse Approx.). However, the rapid increasing trend vanishes at
W

Pb
gN > 40 GeV and the cross section becomes more compatible with a slow linear rise of slope

2.98 ± 0.42 (stat.) ±1.06 (syst.)⇥10�5 mb/ GeV up to W
Pb
gN ⇡ 380 GeV. Considering that the

experimental uncertainties are largely correlated across the measured W
Pb
gN range, all the the-

oretical models fail to predict the observed trend in data. This may imply the onset of novel
physics mechanisms in the coherent J/y photoproduction process starting at W

Pb
gN ⇡ 40 GeV.

For example, such behavior is expected when approaching the BDL, where the majority of the
target Pb nucleus becomes completely absorptive to projectile photons because of the extremely
high gluon density at small x [2]. In this scenario, the photon-nucleus cross section is approach-
ing the unitarity limit allowed by the geometrical size of the nucleus. There is still a slow rise in
the cross section from 40 to 400 GeV, which may suggest that the periphery of the nucleus has
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CMS: 𝜸Pb cross section, energy dependence6
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Figure 2: The coherent J/y photo production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass
energy in the g-Pb system, W

Pb
gN, measured in 5.02 TeV PbPb UPCs, and compared with AL-

ICE [16, 20] and LHCb [23] data at specific rapidity regions. The W
Pb
gN values are evaluated from

the center of their corresponding rapidy ranges. Vertical bars and shaded boxes represent the
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Theoretical model calculations (Impulse
Approx. [30], CGC IPsat [50], GG-hs [51], LTA-SS and LTA-WS [31], bBK GG and bBK A [52],
CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]) are shown in curves.

not become fully “black” at ⇠ 40 GeV, but becomes fully “black” as the center-of-mass energy
increases.

In the leading twist pQCD framework, the coherent J/y photoproduction cross section is pro-
portional to the square of the gluon density function, which is supported by the experimental
data on exclusive J/y photoproduction off protons in ep, pPb and pp collisions as summarized
in Ref. [28]. This is also known as the scenario of weak absorption or color transparency. The
nuclear gluon suppression factor evaluated at the charm quark mass scale, R

Pb
g (x, µ2 = 2.4

GeV2), can be defined as the square root of the ratio of measured coherent J/y production cross
section to the cross section from the Impulse Approximation. The extracted R

Pb
g results are

shown in Figure 3 as a function of Bjorken x. The nuclear gluon suppression in the relatively
high-x (low W

Pb
gN) region of x > 5 ⇥ 10�3 is moderate,approximately 0.8–0.9. Moving toward

smaller x values, the R
Pb
g starts dropping dramatically to 0.4–0.5 at x ⇠ 6 ⇥ 10�5. Similar to

the cross section measurement, no theoretical models can predict the observed magnitude of
suppression and x dependence of R

Pb
g over the wide x range reported. Note that if the BDL

of strong absorption is reached for x < 5 ⇥ 10�3 (or W
Pb
gN > 40 GeV), the direct connection

between the measured cross section and the single gluon density function, as seen in the weak
absorption limit, does not hold anymore. Instead, the cross section will stay at a fixed value
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Summary

• Exclusive proton-nucleus collisions

• Exclusive nucleus-nucleus collisions
• ALICE: 

• tension between mid and forward rapidity?

• possibility to extract t-dependent 𝜸Pb cross section at mid rapidity

• LHCb: better connection to ALICE results at mid rapidity?

• CMS: neutron tagging: intriguing small linear rise of cross section for W𝞬N>40 GeV
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CMS results: nuclear gluon suppression factor

7

as the gluon density increases and will therefore cease to be an observable that is sensitive to
underlying gluon dynamics. Therefore, new theoretical approaches are needed in this new
domain of the strong force to understand the gluonic structure and dynamics inside a heavy
nucleus at extreme gluon densities.
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Figure 3: The nuclear gluon suppression factor as a function of Bjorken x, calculated from the
ratio of the coherent J/y photoproduction cross section in photon-nucleus interactions to that
from the Impulse Approx. [53]. The x values are evaluated from the center of their correspond-
ing rapidy ranges. Vertical bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic un-
certainties, respectively. Theoretical model calculations (GG-hs [51], LTA-SS and LTA-WS [31],
bBK GG and bBK A [52], CD BGK and CD BGW and CD IIM [49]) are shown as curves.

In summary, the first measurement of the coherent J/y photoproduction cross section off lead
nuclei as a function of photon-nucleon center-of-mass energy (WPb

gN) is presented over a wide
energy range. Results are obtained with ultraperipheral PbPb collision data by applying the
forward neutron tagging technique. At low W

Pb
gN (< 40 GeV), the measured cross section rapid-

ity increases with W
Pb
gN as expected from theoretical models. However, it is observed at high

W
Pb
gN that the coherent J/y cross section approaches nearly a plateau up to W

Pb
gN ⇡ 400 GeV

with little energy dependence. This observation may provide the first experimental evidence
of black disk limit reached in high energy photons scattering off heavy nuclei, or indicate a
gluon density suppression inside a nucleus significantly more than the expectation based on
state-of-the-art QCD approaches such as the nuclear shadowing and gluon saturation models.
The findings reported in this work suggest that novel methods are needed in this new extreme
density region of QCD studies to investigate the complex, multi-gluon system.


